
 
  

IDEAL CHARGING SOLUTION IN THE CAR 

100W Auto Power Inverter with Dual USB (2100 mA) 

Spec Sheet & Instruction Manual 

INTRODUCTION 

Thanks for purchasing our power inverter 100W Continuous with 2.1A dual USB charging port. 

This inverter can be used to operate personal electronics and mobile office equipment, such as: 

laptop, digital/video cameras, MP3 players, cell phones, PDAs, and more. It can also be used to 

recharge 100~125VAC (AC110 Model) / 200~250VAC (AC230 Model) devices that have an 

appropriate recharging adapter. Please read this instruction manual carefully before use to 

ensure optimum performance and to avoid damage to the product. 

INCOMPATIBLE PRODUCTS 

Certain products contain power supplies or circuits that are not compatible with an inverter 

using a modified sine wave output and may be damaged by using this inverter. If your product 

requires pure sine wave AC input power to function properly, the instruction manual for your 

product could state this. If in doubt, you should contact your product manufacturer PRIOR TO 

USE. 

FEATURES 

� Converts vehicle cigarette outlet into a powerful 100 watt wall outlet. 

� 2 ports USB lets you charge USB compatible devices (ex. iPad, iPhone, MP3, GPS, PSP, mobile 

phones, Bluetooth earphone and so on) 

� The retractable car cigarette make the unit portable, compact and fit conveniently for 

travelling and used in the car. 

� Safety protection –OTP/OCP/SCP/OVP/LVP 

� Easiest inverter to use with power indicator, just plug and play 

SPECIFICATIONS 

 MODEL TYPE AC110 AC230 

 DC INPUT 12VDC        

 AC OUTPUT 100~125VAC, 60Hz 200~250VAC, 50Hz 

 OUTPUT POWER 100W CONTINUOUS 

 USB OUTPUT(2 Ports) 5VDC / 2100mA 

FUSE 15A internal fuse 

OUTPUT WAVEFORM Modified Sine Wave 

 OPTIMUM EFFICIENCY 88% 

LOW VOLTAGE SHUTDOWN YES 

 OPERATING CONDITION 3~40℃( 37~104℉) 

 STORAGE TEMPERATURE 0~50℃( 32~122℉) 

 PRODUCT DIMENSION 80 x 50 x 44 mm(Not including plug) 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Pull out cigarette plug slowly until hearing a click sound. 

2. Plug into cigarette lighter socket or directly connect to 12V DC source. 

3. The power LED indicator lights green when the inverter is properly connected to a functioning 

DC power source. The AC and USB outlets are ready to use. 

4. Plug equipment into the AC receptacle of the inverter; turn the equipment on 

5. Plug USB compatible device into USB outlets; the device will be charging automatically 

HOW TO LOCK AND UNLOCK THE CIGARETTE PLUG 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS (READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE FIRST TIME USE) 

1. The Power/Fault LED indicator will light red to indicate a Fault condition before an automatic shutdown 

activated by protective features. If unit shuts down, disconnect it from the 12V DC power source, remove 

the load, wait a few minutes, then plug it back in, rotating slightly to make sure there is good contact. 

2. During engine cranking, the voltage might fluctuate and therefore shutdown the inverter. To reset the unit, 

disconnect it from the 12V DC power source, leave for a few seconds and then plug it back in once the 

engine has started. 

3. Disconnect the appliance from the power supply when not in use. To avoid continuously consuming vehicle 

batteries’ electricity, unplug the inverter from 12V DC power source when engine shots off. 

4. If the product does not charge normally, to reduce the risk of injury or property damage, please turn the 

product off immediately and unplug it from the inverter. Avoid placing the unit near the vehicle’s heat vent 

or in direct sunlight. Always use the inverter in locations that are DRY, COOL, WELL-VENTILATED and SAFE. 

5. Always connect the inverter to 12V DC power source before plugging any devices into the unit. Ensure the 

wattage of all equipment simultaneously plugged into the inverter does not exceed 100 watts continuous. 

 
SAVE THIS INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR FUTURE REFERENCE 
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